
A beam of inspiration 
Method chooses Eastman Embrace™ LV copolyester for its  
lighthouse-shaped line of laundry detergent.

Original design 

A boring task by most accounts, doing laundry is a source of 

inspiration for the folks at Method, a leading innovator in 

stylish, eco-friendly home care products. Method laundry 

detergent with smartclean technology™ revolutionizes the 

way laundry is done —making it easy, smart, and green with  

a compact pump bottle and a powerful formula that’s 

ultraconcentrated, 95% plant based and biodegradable. 

Method states, from their website, that they are here to make 

products work for you and the planet, so the company’s 

commitment to “greenskeeping,” as they call it, is demonstrated 

in each of their products. The hand-held, no-mess, no-waste 

dispensing pump bottle is made of 50% recycled plastic and 

is also completely recyclable, adding value by the bottle. 

The first of its kind in the detergent sector, Method’s distinct 

“lighthouse” shape features a shrink sleeve made of Eastman 

Embrace™ LV copolyester that provides a sleek, glossy look 

that further differentiates this distinctive bottle from the 

competition. Embrace LV enables top-to-bottom graphics  

and a 360-degree billboard effect on both 25 and 50 laundry  

load bottle sizes. The exceptional printability and chemical 

resistance of Embrace LV were important considerations  

in Method’s choice of film, given the exposures of  

the everyday laundry room environment. 

Results are in 

The unique design earned Method a Gold Industrial Design 

Excellence Award (IDEA) and best in show in the 2010 IDEA 

competition cosponsored by Industrial Designers of America 

and Fast Company magazine. One of the IDEA judges, Fumi 

Watanabe, creative manager for merchandise at Starbucks, 

said, “This packaging design not only packages the product, 

but also enhances the experience of using it. Though the 

pump structure is nothing new in cosmetics packaging, the 

combination of ultraconcentrated detergent and handy 

packaging brought new consumer behavior, reducing 

resources and water use. ‘Why hasn’t anybody done this 

before?’ illustrates the design excellence of the packaging.”

With excellent printability and 
effective shrink rate, Eastman 
Embrace™ LV copolyester helps 
Method laundry detergent make 
great strides in the realm  
of home care.

For more information on Eastman Embrace™ LV 
copolyester, visit www.eastman.com/embrace.
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Although the information and recommendations set forth herein are presented 

in good faith, Eastman Chemical Company makes no representations or 

warranties as to the completeness or accuracy thereof. You must make your 

own determination of their suitability and completeness for your own use, 

for the protection of the environment, and for the health and safety of 

your employees and purchasers of your products. Nothing contained herein 

is to be construed as a recommendation to use any product, process, equipment, 

or formulation in conflict with any patent, and we make no representations or 

warranties, express or implied, that the use thereof will not infringe any patent. 

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OF 

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR OF ANY 

OTHER NATURE ARE MADE HEREUNDER WITH RESPECT TO INFORMATION 

OR THE PRODUCT TO WHICH INFORMATION REFERS AND NOTHING HEREIN 

WAIVES ANY OF THE SELLER’S CONDITIONS OF SALE. 

Safety Data Sheets providing safety precautions that should be observed when 

handling and storing our products are available online or by request. You 

should obtain and review available material safety information before handling 

our products. If any materials mentioned are not our products, appropriate 

industrial hygiene and other safety precautions recommended by their 

manufacturers should be observed. 
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